The evaluation of models of the spread and control of animal diseases is crucial if these models are to be used to inform decisions about the control or management of such diseases. Two key steps in the evaluation of epidemiological models are model verification and model validation. Verification is the demonstration that a computer-driven model is operating correctly, and conforms to its intended design. Validation refers to the process of determining how well a model corresponds to the system that it is intended to represent. For a veterinary epidemiological model, validation would address such issues as how well the model represents the dynamics of the disease in question in the population to which this model is applied, and how well the model represents the application of different measures for disease control. Just as the development of epidemiological models is a subjective, continuous process, subject to change and refinement, so too is the evaluation of models. The purpose of model evaluation is not to demonstrate that a model is a 'true' or 'accurate' representation of a system, but to subject it to sufficient scrutiny so that it may be used with an appropriate degree of confidence to aid decisionmaking. To facilitate model verification and validation, epidemiological modellers should clearly state the purpose, assumptions and limitations of a model; provide a detailed description of the conceptual model; document those steps already taken to test the model; and thoroughly describe the data sources and the process used to produce model input parameters from those data.
Introduction
Computer-driven epidemiological modelling is an increasingly common technique for assessing the potential consequences and possible spread of animal diseases. Modelling of animal diseases has been used to estimate the possible magnitude of an outbreak and the resources needed for a response, and to inform policy decisions on measures for disease control (4, 6, 14, 15, 17, 28, 29, 47, 58) . Epidemiological models may take several forms. Some are based on analytical formulas that describe the system of interest in a rigorously mathematical way (14, 15, 28, 29, 63) . Others employ computer-driven simulation to mimic the actual mechanistic processes at work within a system (5, 16, 24) .
Regardless of their form, all models -especially models which are intended for use by response planners and policy-makers -require careful evaluation. For models to be effectively used in these instances, a sufficiently high level of credibility of the model and its results must be achieved so that decision-makers and other stakeholders can have a justifiable degree of confidence in their application. By the same token, careful evaluation of models can identify and clarify their limitations and weaknesses, temper tendencies toward over-reliance on apparently 'objective' model-produced outcomes, and minimise their misapplication.
Methods for model evaluation are quite diverse; as several authors have noted, there is no single standard or approach that can be applied to all models (32, 41) . At a very basic level, as the mathematical or computational complexity of epidemiological models increases, it is essential to demonstrate that the mathematical framework or software used for a model is free from major errors which would threaten the accuracy of the calculations that the model produces. Some approaches for evaluating models are, by necessity, qualitative. Any assessment of the conceptual quality of a model, for example, is fundamentally qualitative in nature. In some instances, it may be possible to use quantitative or statistical approaches to demonstrate correspondence between a model and a natural system, although the use of such quantitative methodologies does not necessarily ensure that a model is conceptually sound.
The aim of this paper is to describe approaches for evaluating epidemiological models intended to inform management or policy decisions on animal diseases, with an emphasis on two approaches that have been called 'verification' and 'validation'. The authors' specific objectives are as follows:
-to briefly define and describe the processes of model verification and validation -to discuss several approaches used to address the challenging issue of validating epidemiological models intended to inform emergency response plans -to illustrate practical approaches to model verification and validation, based on the authors' experiences as members of the research team behind the North American Animal Disease Spread Model (NAADSM) (24) -and, finally, to present a set of suggestions for steps that could be taken to improve the credibility and acceptance of epidemiological models for the management of animal diseases.
Model context, development and evaluation Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual series of steps in the process of model development and application. Several of these steps deal explicitly with the evaluation of models, but almost every stage in the figure implies some form of appraisal of the model under development. Decisions made at the outset of model development about the specific purpose of a model and the questions which it is being designed to answer will affect the ways in which the model' s utility and credibility are assessed.
First and foremost, models must be evaluated in the context of the problems that they are intended to answer (35, 43, 53) . The criteria for judging a model that is intended to inform broad questions in a qualitative way will be quite different from those used to evaluate a model that claims to offer specific predictive capabilities.
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Model verification
Model verification refers to the process of determining whether the model, as implemented in software, conforms to the desired conceptual model (53) . In other words, verification provides an assessment of whether the software implementation of the model is working correctly. Among the criteria by which a model' s verification status might be assessed are its correctness (the 'extent to which a model meets its specifications') and its reliability (the 'extent to which a model can be expected to perform its intended function with required precision') (40, 59) . Any model used for scientific research or for decision support should be expected to meet a high standard for such characteristics.
Model verification, although straightforward in concept, can be time-consuming, particularly as models become more complex. Sargent (53) and Scheller et al. (56) present useful discussions of some of the software engineering practices that can facilitate the construction of verified models, particularly for larger projects, and several authors have provided detailed descriptions of approaches to verification (33, 70) . In this paper, the authors focus on two central aspects of model verification that have a direct impact upon the credibility of epidemiological models regardless of their form, size or scope: producing documentation that describes the conceptual model in detail, and thorough testing to ensure that the model is performing as intended.
Describing the conceptual model
As shown in Figure 1 , designing the conceptual model is an early stage in model development. There is a great deal of value in explicitly documenting this conceptual model. Such documentation can be used to assess the conceptual validity of the model (see below), but, at a more basic level, it can provide a standard by which the correctness of a model can be judged (33, 56) . The purpose of a written model specification is to describe, in clear, accessible language, the purpose, requirements and conceptual details of a model. The intended audience of such a document includes the modellers themselves, as well as 501
Rev. sci. tech. Off. int. Epiz., 30 (2) Secondly, for results of modelling investigations to be credible, the models must be built upon reliable data (51, 62) . Models based on incomplete or theoretical input data may yield useful hypotheses for further research and evaluation, but the limitations of such models should be clearly and expressly stated. The more complete the input data for a model are, the more likely it is that the model' s output will be credible.
Thirdly, just as the conceptual development of models is, in many respects, a subjective undertaking, so too is the evaluation of models. Individual modellers must weigh the relative importance of different aspects of epidemiological systems, and may come to different conclusions about how to represent various processes in their models, or even about which processes to represent. Any assessment of the credibility of a model must consider these subjective design decisions.
Fourthly, Figure 1 makes the distinction between a conceptual model or model framework, and a specific model that applies a particular conceptual framework, together with a particular data set or set of parameter values, to represent a specific situation. The North American Animal Disease Spread Model, for example, is a framework for the development of epidemiological simulation models, which has been used to build specific models of a variety of diseases in different settings and populations, such as foot and mouth disease (FMD) (46, 66), Aujezsky' s disease (pseudorabies) (47) , and highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) (45), among others. Both the conceptual framework and the particular instances in which the framework are used need to be evaluated. The utility of the former does not necessarily rely upon the latter, but the quality of specific models is highly dependent on both the conceptual framework and the data used for their construction.
Finally, Figure 1 illustrates that the process of model development and evaluation is cyclical and iterative. Evaluation is not a single, discrete step, and 'is not something to be attempted after the simulation model has already been developed, and only if there is time and money remaining' (35 (23, 56) .
In the case of NAADSM, the model specification document (23) describes every component of the modelling framework in detail: it is the authoritative source that describes how the conceptual model should operate, and is the standard by which the software implementation of the conceptual model is judged. Although the specification may be updated as needed, to correct ambiguities or to incorporate new features, the complete history of the specification is tracked, and every version is available for reference and evaluation by independent researchers (22, 23) .
Model testing
Fairley (12) and Whitner and Balci (70) distinguish between two forms of model testing, which they refer to as 'static' and 'dynamic'. For simple models, static testing may be sufficient. This approach involves a structured examination of the formulas, algorithms and code used to implement a model, preferably by several reviewers who were not directly involved in writing the implementation themselves. Garner and Beckett (16) describe the use of this approach in the development of 'AusSpread', a simulation platform designed initially to model the spread and mitigation of FMD.
For more complex models, dynamic testing is often useful. During dynamic testing, a computer program is run repeatedly under different conditions to ensure that the output it produces is correct, according to the conceptual model, and consistent with expectations. Often, such tests are established to be run repeatedly and automatically, to ensure that any changes to the software implementation did not inadvertently introduce errors; this process is referred to as regression testing. Scheller et al. (56) describe several levels of testing, from simple unit tests that evaluate specific, individual functions; to broader system testing that assesses the interaction of all of the components of a model. The authors will illustrate these approaches in the following sections, with examples from the development of NAADSM.
Automated software testing of the North American Animal Disease Spread Model framework
To ensure that the NAADSM application correctly implements the conceptual model specification, NAADSM relies upon an automated regression-testing approach. Simple models have been constructed to test every aspect of the NAADSM application. There are currently well over 1,000 individual models in this suite of tests, and new tests are continually being developed. When the NAADSM application is compiled from program source code, every test is automatically run and results are tracked using a freely available framework for software testing (55) . Prior to the public release of any new version of NAADSM, every test in the suite must be passed. Every simple model developed for testing is published, along with the complete source code for the NAADSM application.
Manual testing of the North American Animal Disease Spread Model
In addition to the automated use of simple tests, manual testing using more complex situations has been carried out for the NAADSM framework. Every aspect of the model framework is examined by analysts working independently of the programmers to confirm that the model conforms to the published specification. Any errors identified during manual testing are noted and must be corrected before public release.
The limitations of model verification
Model verification procedures can be quite objective and thorough. Many techniques developed in the field of software engineering can be rigorously applied to the programming of models (7, 56) . Model verification offers no answer, however, to the crucial questions: 'Is the model useful?' and 'Is the model adequate for the purposes for which it was designed?' Questions like these can be addressed by a variety of approaches that fall under the general heading of 'model validation'.
Model validation
Validation refers to the process of determining whether a model is an acceptable representation of the system that it is intended to represent, given the purpose of the model or study (35, 53) . A more elaborate definition is provided by Schlesinger (57): model validation is the 'substantiation that a ... model within its domain of applicability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model'. It is important to note that 'acceptable representation' in the definition above does not mean an 'accurate' or a 'true' representation: Oreskes et al. (42) convincingly argued that it is impossible to establish whether any particular model is an accurate representation of a natural system, and that the use of the term 'validation' in this sense is highly misleading.
The problem of model validation
In contrast to the process of model verification, establishing the validity of models is not clear cut, and can be quite problematic. As McCarl (41) observed, 'there is not, and never will be, a totally objective and accepted approach to model validation'. The standards by which a model' s validation is judged are partly dependent upon the purpose of the model. The validation of models designed strictly to address research questions (for example, to generate and test hypotheses concerning population or disease dynamics or to identify new areas of research) does not have to be as stringent as the evaluation of models that will be used to inform operational management decisions. When such decisions are made on the basis of the results of modelling studies, it is important to know that these studies are appropriate, accurate and correct. Given the difficulties associated with the study of very complex multifactorial problems, the subjective elements of modelling itself, and philosophical issues like those presented by Oreskes et al. (42) , the threshold for accepting a model cannot be 'proof' of its accuracy or validity. Rather, this threshold should be that of reasonable confidence in the results produced by the model. As Holling (25) stated, 'provisional acceptance of any model implies not certainty, but rather a sufficient degree of belief to justify further action'. The task of model validation, as described here, is that of evaluating models in order to have a justifiable level of confidence in their results before they influence policy or management decisions.
It is often constructive to think of a model in a similar way to a scientific hypothesis. An epidemiological model, for example, represents the modellers' hypotheses about the interactions among members of a population, the dynamics of disease in that population, the mechanisms of disease spread, and the efficacy of different disease control measures. As with any hypothesis, models should be tested and challenged. As models are subjected to and withstand increasing levels of scrutiny in diverse situations, their credibility is increased. Such models can then be applied to problems of management and policy with greater confidence, provided that it is always clearly understood that no model truly represents physical reality, and that the acceptance of any model must be subject to continuing evaluation.
What follows is not a set of methods that will prove that a model represents a real system, but rather a set of activities that might be undertaken to provide evidence which may either support or refute the hypothesis presented by a model. Several authors present descriptions and detailed taxonomies of the methods used to assess model validity (33, 34, 51, 53) . The authors' intention, in the following sections, is to present and discuss the usefulness of some of these methods, together with examples of their application, both from the authors' own experiences and from other published reports of animal disease modelling. The authors also refer readers to several excellent discussions of model validation, including those presented by Oreskes et al. (42) , Rykiel (51) and Taylor (62) .
Conceptual validity
A particularly useful -and a foundational -criterion for the validation of an epidemiological model is the answer to the question, 'Does the structure of the model make logical and biological sense?' This has been referred to as 'conceptual validity' (51, 53) . For a model to have conceptual validity, its theoretical underpinnings should be shown to be based on known and scientifically accepted properties of the system of interest, or at least on reasonable and justifiable assumptions about such properties. Among some of the questions that might be addressed in assessing the conceptual validity of a model are the following:
-does the model fit the purpose or purposes for which it was designed?
-does the structure of the model sufficiently capture the relationships and interactions among components of the system being modelled?
-given the purpose of the model, are key components of the system absent from the model, or oversimplified? Is additional detail necessary for any component?
-based on existing knowledge and experience, are the outcomes produced by the model reasonable?
Review by independent experts on the subject matter concerned -sometimes referred to as establishing 'face validity' (51) -can be used as a means of assessment. In this case, it is quite helpful to have a detailed document that describes the conceptual model, as noted earlier. Such a document can provide a basis for discussion and evaluation of the details of the model' s operation. The publication of model descriptions (5, 24, 26, 61) greatly facilitates the assessment of the conceptual validity of models.
Reliance on the peer-reviewed literature provides one avenue for the conceptual assessment of epidemiological models. The NAADSM Development Team has also taken a more direct approach and sponsored a series of meetings of subject-matter experts, including epidemiologists, virologists, economists, policy-makers and other modellers, to review the NAADSM modelling framework (10, 64, 65) . The structure and assumptions of the modelling platform have been described in detail during these workshops, and discussion, suggestions and advice are solicited from all participants. The results of these expert panel evaluations are then used to guide future research and development.
The use of data in model validation
As noted in 'Model context, development and evaluation', it is possible to assess the conceptual framework separately from the data used to inform a model. Empirical data are generally used in two ways during modelling:
-input data are used to develop parameters that will influence model outcomes -data that represent the outcomes or results of a system (output data) are used to provide a basis for comparison with model-produced outcomes.
In a few cases, particularly for endemic disease situations, large amounts of both types of data may be available for models of disease spread in populations. In many instances, however, we have access to information pertaining to only a single outbreak of disease in a particular set of circumstances. Information collected during the 2001 outbreak of FMD in the United Kingdom (UK), which has been widely used for modelling studies (14, 15, 28, 29, 54) , represents one such data set. In still other instances, models are developed to explore hypothetical situations (5, 6, 16, 45) . In these cases, some information is generally established to inform model inputs, but there can be no data on the (non-existent) system outcomes.
Whatever the form or source of data used to inform models, their correctness and validity should also be considered. As Rykiel (51) points out, there is no guarantee that available data necessarily provide a better or more accurate depiction of a real system than a conceptual model. The process of ensuring so-called data validity (51, 53) can in itself be complex.
Several authors have emphasised the notion that, in order to demonstrate validity, models should be tested against data not used during their construction (30, 60) . Green and Medley (20) indicated that such a step should be a requirement before a model is used to inform policy decisions. This is one of several possible approaches that fall into the general category of 'operational validation' (53) .
Although this suggestion seems straightforward, its implementation for incompletely understood biological and epidemiological systems is problematic. First, it implies that reliable, valid data exist for at least two situations, for both the development of parameters and for comparison to actual system outcomes. Secondly, this approach would require the existence of a suitable means of evaluation by which the similarity of model-produced outcomes to system outputs can be assessed. Thirdly, it implies that these situations are sufficiently dissimilar from one another that they represent unique tests of a model, but are still similar enough that exactly the same approach to modelling developed for one situation can be legitimately applied to the others. The authors have already mentioned the first difficulty. The remaining two problems are discussed below.
A variety of quantitative, statistical approaches to show the correspondence between model-produced outputs and outcomes generated by biological systems have been devised and applied in a few situations (13, 32, 36, 39, 48, 49, 50, 69) . Most of these approaches to what has been called statistical validation rely upon the existence of a large amount of data (i.e. many observations) pertaining to the outcome of the natural system, which limits their applicability to most situations of interest to animal disease modellers.
Waller et al. (69) proposed the use of Monte Carlo hypothesis tests, which, in essence, compare a single set of outcome data from a real system to multiple modelgenerated outcome data sets, and seek to answer the question, 'Do the observed data appear consistent with the model?' rather than the more typical question, 'Does the model appear consistent with the observed data?' Although this approach is not without value, it raises an additional question: how representative is any single outcome? When considering recent outbreaks of FMD in the UK, for example, is the 2001 outbreak, which resulted in the infection of over 2,000 herds (1), more or less representative than the 2007 outbreak, which produced only eight infected herds (2)? How 'consistent' would each of these two outcomes have to be with model-produced data to conclude affirmatively that the data are consistent with the model? Efforts to compare outcomes from epidemiological models to data generated by individual outbreaks should be undertaken with care: such comparisons are potentially informative, but an overreliance on quantitative approaches for evaluation of models may well be misleading.
The disparity between these two recent FMD outbreaks in the UK also illustrates the third potential problem raised above: the dissimilarities among outbreaks of even the same diseases in generally the same types of populations make it difficult to test a model against data not used during its construction. As described in 'Model context, development and evaluation', the use of data is integral to model construction. Although the conceptual framework of a model and the data used to inform this model are distinct and can (and should) be evaluated individually, output generated by a model is inseparable from the combination of these two elements. The correspondence of model output to a natural system cannot be evaluated without considering the conceptual model and the source data simultaneously.
Validation of model components
Although it is difficult to demonstrate the validity of an entire model by the means described above, especially in the absence of relevant data, it may be possible to assess the validity of some individual components of a more complex model. This component-based approach to validation is sometimes recommended (38) . An example is a recently completed validation of the process used in NAADSM to simulate animal movements and contacts among farm premises (9) .
Briefly, the objective of this study was to validate the contact component used in NAADSM by comparing simulated movements to real-world, farm-to-farm movements that had been recorded for adult milking cows in Ontario, Canada. The study concluded that the approach used in NAADSM performed reasonably well in simulating average network characteristics observed in real-world movement data, but did not perform as well in simulating extreme upper percentiles of movement network components, involving rare but observed farms with excessively high shipment frequencies. The results of this study will be used to inform future development, with the objective of providing better representations of actual events and thus leading to greater confidence in the results of modelling studies.
Comparison of models
Comparison of the results from several independently developed models may be used to improve the level of confidence in the models tested. This process has been called 'relative validation' (11).
Dubé et al. (11) conducted a comparison of three simulation models using relatively simple disease scenarios. Among the findings of this comparison was that, although statistically significant differences were observed among model outputs, results from all three models supported the same or very similar conclusions on approaches for disease control. This finding could be used to increase the confidence of end users and decision-makers in modelling results (11) . The results of a follow-up investigation that considered more complex scenarios are reported elsewhere in this issue (52) .
Several similar comparisons of models of the spread and control of animal disease have also been undertaken. Vigre (68) reported on a comparison of mathematical and simulation-based models. The differences identified were more substantial than those reported by Dubé et al. (11) , and may reflect the broader distinctions between the fundamental assumptions made by the individual models. Continued investigations in this vein would be quite helpful. Gloster et al. (19) also recently reported on the comparison of several models of airborne dispersion of FMD virus. Like Dubé et al. (11) , they reported that the results of the models evaluated were broadly similar but, of course, highly dependent on the assumptions made and the data used by different groups of modellers.
Loehle (36) identified the comparison of models as a component of the larger process of what he called structural analysis, or an evaluation of the inherent assumptions and identification of the deficiencies of various models. Loehle argued that, because of the existence of such structural differences among models, and because comparing multiple models is the most effective way to identify and determine the effects of such differences, it is essential to direct multiple modelling efforts towards any important policy or management problem.
Sensitivity analysis as a form of validation
When data from real systems are limited, sensitivity analysis is sometimes suggested to inform model validation efforts (6, 27, 32) . Sensitivity analysis is used to determine the amount of influence that particular parameters have on the outcome produced by a model. Sensitivity analysis can also be used to assess the conceptual validity of a model: if certain parameters are expected to be important in a system, based on prior knowledge of that system, then sensitivity analysis should bear out these expectations (32) .
Of greater value is the use of sensitivity analysis to determine which parameters in a model are important. If a model includes parameters about which there is a high degree of uncertainty, but which are shown by sensitivity analysis to have a substantial impact on model results, such parameters are good targets for additional research. An example of applying such sensitivity analysis to animal disease modelling can be found elsewhere in this issue (44) .
Suggestions for constructing useful, credible models of animal disease
As discussed in the preceding sections, the primary objective of model verification and validation is not to demonstrate that a model is a true or even a highly accurate representation of a real system, but rather to provide a set of approaches and criteria by which a model can be evaluated. For models that might be used as a partial basis for policy or management decisions, it is essential that such evaluation establishes a foundation of support and credibility. To that end, the authors suggest the following practical steps that members of the veterinary epidemiological community can take to produce credible, useful models of the spread and control of disease in animal populations. These suggestions are drawn from the authors' own experience, as well as from many of the other valuable sources cited throughout this article; in particular, those written by Bart (3), Rykiel (51), Law and McComas (35) and Sargent (53) .
Clearly and precisely state the purpose for which a model was designed
The importance of the first step, illustrated in Figure 1: that of determining and then clearly and precisely stating the questions to be asked of a model, may seem self evident, but this step is often overlooked (3). Overton (43) remarked that: 'the great majority of criticisms of models relate to a capacity for which the model was not designed in the first place'. A clear understanding of the purpose of a model is a prerequisite for any further evaluation.
Provide a detailed description of the conceptual model and document the assumptions and limitations of the model
Virtually every paper on techniques for the verification and validation of models stresses the importance of documentation for the conceptual model (3, 33, 35, 53, 56) . A model description should not be produced solely, or even primarily, for the developers of an individual model. Those who will derive the most benefit from the existence of such documents will be other model users, in the broadest sense of the term: other researchers, analysts and decision-makers, who will be expected to apply or evaluate the model and its results. Such documentation is particularly useful when it includes discussions of the model' s assumptions and limitations, presented in ways that are clear and biologically relevant (21) .
Provide details of the steps taken for model verification
At its most basic level, the credibility of a model relies upon the demonstration that the model, as implemented in software, does what it is supposed to do. Anyone asked to evaluate a model, particularly if it will be used to influence policy, should have access to a computational implementation of the model and details of the verification procedure employed, as well as to any tests used for verification, so that he or she can reproduce and evaluate the computational correctness of the model.
Describe the data used to develop model parameters and document the approaches and assumptions used to produce model parameters from these data This study included an online supplement that described in detail all the sources of information used for the study, as well as the computational tools that the authors developed and used for parameter development.
Involve independent experts in the evaluation of models and their outcomes
Veterinary epidemiological modelling is an interdisciplinary undertaking. Modellers can take advantage of a great deal of expertise in different fields by involving experts from these fields. For models to be used for decision-making, it is also essential to involve other stakeholders in this process; for example, those who are responsible for decision-making or for implementing policies in the field.
In the authors' own experience with NAADSM, they have found that, through its widespread application, they have benefited substantially from the efforts of others to use and evaluate it.
A variety of forums have become available for sharing and discussing veterinary epidemiological modelling work over the last few years (10, 64, 65, 67) . The authors encourage anyone involved with the construction, use or evaluation of models to seek out and take advantage of such opportunities when they occur.
When possible, use existing information for datadriven validation of models or their components
The authors have discussed the limitations and advantages of this approach in 'The use of data in model validation' and 'Validation of model components' above. Such approaches should be undertaken with care, and with the recognition that the results will not be definitive: a poor conceptual model may still produce a good fit to observed data and vice versa. In situations where appropriate information is available, however, the comparison of model-produced outcomes to real data can still be enlightening. Retrospective analysis of past outbreaks is crucial to understanding them, and modelling can be a very useful tool in this pursuit (18, 31) .
Present a range of possible outcomes, including 'best-case' and 'worst-case' scenarios
As discussed above, models are not definitive representations of reality. We are often uncertain about the ways in which at least some components of our systems operate, and also about specific parameter values. Presenting a range of results is one way to capture some of this uncertainty.
Use sensitivity analysis to determine the importance of the parameters used in a model
In addition to the benefits discussed in 'Sensitivity analysis as a form of validation', evaluating the importance of model parameters -especially those for which data are limited -can be used to estimate the potential effects of parameters about which the modellers are uncertain.
Compare the purposes, conceptual bases and outcomes of various models During the modelling process, different modellers make different subjective decisions and assumptions. Qualitative agreement among several models may lend credibility to the conclusions drawn from model-based studies. Areas of disagreement among models should prompt additional research and investigation to improve our level of understanding of the system components in question.
Finally, treat model evaluation as an ongoing process, not as settled fact
Every epidemiological model is a work in progress, informed and updated by existing and new knowledge about the dynamics of disease; changes in agricultural and social practices; and changes in the forms, sources and quality of available data. The validity of any epidemiological model should be continually reassessed under new conditions or as the state of our knowledge improves.
Conclusions
The careful evaluation of any model intended to inform management or policy decisions is an essential activity. Two key steps in assessing the quality and usefulness of epidemiological models are verification and validation. Unfortunately, there are no purely quantitative, strictly objective means by which to evaluate models. Each model, and each situation to which modelling will be applied, is unique, and unique means may be necessary to evaluate a model and its particular applications.
Holling (25) pointed out that, 'provisional acceptance of any model implies not certainty, but rather a sufficient degree of belief to justify further action'. The authors have outlined a set of recommendations that can be used by epidemiological modellers to cultivate confidence in applying this technique to important problems in animal population health. Individual models will continue to be developed and compared, and will evolve as they are scrutinised. Through these exercises, our collective aim of providing useful tools to assist in decision-making processes can be met.
To achieve a sufficient level of credibility for model outcomes, it is essential not to involve solely modellers in their evaluation. As Rykiel (51) observed, 'to the extent that a model is a scientific experiment and theoretical development, its testing and validation are within the purview of the scientific community'. The authors agree, and would add that, in the case of models for animal diseases, the evaluation of models is also within the purview of field epidemiologists and veterinary practitioners, policy planners and decision-makers, and animal industry representatives. Resumen Para que los modelos de propagación y control de enfermedades animales aporten elementos de utilidad a la hora de tomar decisiones en la lucha contra esas enfermedades es imprescindible evaluarlos previamente. En el proceso de evaluación de un modelo epidemiológico hay dos etapas básicas: la verificación y la validación del modelo. La verificación consiste en demostrar que un modelo informatizado funciona correctamente y conforme al objetivo con que fue concebido. La validación es el proceso por el que se determina hasta qué punto un modelo se corresponde con el sistema que en principio representa. En el caso de un modelo epidemiológico veterinario, para validarlo se estudian por ejemplo el grado de exactitud con que da cuenta de la dinámica de la enfermedad en cuestión dentro de la población a la que se aplica el modelo y el grado de fidelidad con que éste refleja la aplicación de distintas medidas de lucha zoosanitaria. Al igual que la elaboración de modelos epidemiológicos es un proceso subjetivo, continuo y sometido a cambios y perfeccionamientos, otro tanto cabe decir de la evaluación de esos modelos, que no tiene por finalidad demostrar que un modelo es una representación "verdadera" o "exacta" de un sistema, sino más bien someterlo a un análisis lo bastante preciso como para que los responsables de adoptar decisiones puedan utilizarlo con un adecuado nivel de confianza. Para facilitar la verificación y validación de modelos epidemiológicos, sus conceptores deben dejar claramente sentadas las finalidades, premisas y limitaciones del modelo, proporcionar una detallada descripción de su marco teórico, exponer los procesos ya instituidos para ponerlo a prueba y especificar en detalle las fuentes de datos empleadas y el proceso seguido para generar los parámetros de entrada a partir de esos datos.
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